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The Beauty and Character of Flowersy t> a ==o cT

&
NE might become very meta- differ from the beauty of spring. We do not us. We have just escaped from it and see only wrongly .related to each other, for they are soon be withered. Their fugitive brilliance is

physical over the beauty of feel any human waste or perversity in the de- its absurdities. But the artificiality of a re- facts beautiful in themselves and introduced at its best when contrasted with the more quiet
flowers • and it would be good c^ne *e year any more than in the sunset, moter past often has some romance for us, Only for that reason ; and they all have a cer- and enduring beauty of other plants, and es-
for metaohvsicians to observe There is sometimes a fashion among poets t® half pathetic and half amusing ; and when we tain character in their beauty which pecially of shrubs, such as rosemary or some
their beautv disinterestedly for lament the autumn, but that is only because are sated with one kind of an article we turn can be strengthened or weakened by of the veronicas which never look dishevelled

, . .-g , r re attempting they produce melodious tears more easily than with relief to another that is less familiar. the manner in which they are treated. There or exhausted with flowering. These give the
deal with aesthetic que^ melodious laughter. There is no true analogy, we are inclined just now to be sated with are, for instance, broad differences of Chirac- sense of permanence that is needed in all

t ons “To look with the eve as we know, between flowers that are loose and floppy and fan- ter between monocotyledonous and dicotyle- garden design, arid the sarne kind of foil that
' r__, .. ■ a y r „ . , . . , , , , , • , tastic in shape and hectic or over-refined in donous flowers, between irises and lilies and nature provides for her momentary splendours.„ T+ . confounds the wisdom of Bare turned choirs where late the sweet birds color> fiowerflike some of the tree paeonies tulips and narcissi on the one hand, and roses There are some flowers which seem to keep ,

,1f’es;,. it. gives yo a r P ’ san& and tea-roses, and tuberous begonias ; and and pinks and campanulas on the other. The a wild beauty however familiar they are to our
makes voùncautiousayof theories not from and the old age of men; for spring follows therefore 'we have a kindlier feeling for the beauty of the monocotyledons is both simpler gardens, and others which look as if they could
makes you cautious oi tneones, nor wiHter but * does not change into youth, old prim flowers which at least did not Took and more mysterious than the beauty of the never grow wild anywhere, but must have beeni lË vïué rf Sings ih. 0^5%", to A* exhausted by their efforts to be beautiful, dicotyledon,X The dicotyledon, are usually create! for the.garden. Nearly all the campa-
A disinterested love of flowers enriches that umn” that it is full of delight in that delight- which bore themselves with some reserve, and inferior in purity both of color and of form; nulas look wild wherever they are, and as if 
s^nse For flowers so far as we are concern- ful season without any hankering after àn- were not dishevelled by any violence of wind and yet we are apt to love- them 'better, be- they ought to be m the woods or on the moun-
S^nSe* • nix, thincrc cannot other. and rain. In all these cases it is the human cause with less perfection they seèm in their tains. The crane s-bill is always a wild-looking
ed’ are ,s‘,p ^ " about works „„ , , element in the flower that provokes reactions greater complexity to be nearer to human plant, whereas its near relation the zonal pel-
nrgue about tiiem as we^argue aoout wo Where are the songs of spring? Ay, where and changes of fashion. The gardener exag- beings. There is something strange and re- argonium, commonly called the geranium, is

~ arC they? gerates its natural qualities in one direction or mote even in so familiar a flower as the Ger- . the tamest of flowers. Tame flowers are not,
w know wftat raramse ^ost provea wou,u Think not of them, thou hast thy music, another to suit his own taste; and its beauty man iris. Its beauty beside that of the rose however, to be condemned for their tameness. 
Men m^ke'work^nf^t and it 1 onen , '. tooA at once becomes subject to the insecurities of is like the beauty of the sea compared with They might look out of place in a hedgerow,
n, That thex, miriht he hetter em- Whlle barred clouds bloom the soft dying taste which affect all beautiful things made by the beauty of the earth. Everything about it but they often look beautiful enough in a gar-

(li .j fiAwPmsdf* bv tiatnrp u\*t . * , , . men. But the beauty of flowers unchanged seems mutable and unsubstantial, as if it had den. Sometimes they look tame because they
! Vo niircrlirrc anri if xxip ricrhf And toucb the stubble-plams with rosy by men is not subject to these insecurities, or been made by enchantment and might vanish have been developed by the gardener. Thus
' ; t ! ctir,n n„r nxim Thprpfnrp nn hue ; subject to them only when the flowers are by the same means. Iris colors are liquid or garden roses are often the tamest of flowers,

Zp= n,J<rMnr, thpir ri»hi fn pJilf nr the Then in a wailful choir the small gnats mourn grown in unnatural conditions. .Wild flowers cloudy. It has got its very name from a and wild roses the widest. But some flowers
°|1pL,,rp Jhiph thlJ Tt narV nf Ihl ~ A.mC).nS the river sallows, borne aloft have developed in their own world and seem beauty of the sky. But the colors of the rose, look tame only because they come from some

f ijf Flnwpre arp hpantifnl and s'n*<ing as the light wind lives or dies. to be as perfectly fitted to it as stars to the though less pure, seem to be more fixed. One country with a flora utterly unlike our own,
ar„ mafip "tn en;nv tbp:r heantv i’ust as So it is too with the flowers of autumn Thev sky- One can no more see the true beauty of cannot think of them as flushing and then and because therefore we can think of them

we are made to eat and sleep • and there is an have-their own beauty and it is mere wilfuh houseleeks or stonecrops when they are forced fading again like a rainbow ; and the whole only as growing in gardens. Lihum auratum
rnd of i? We cannot eniot the helutv of nels of Lev and waste ofemotion to cOn into the Pattern of a carPet bed than one can plaht looks as if it were firmly rooted in the grows wild in Japan, but for us it is entirely a
works of art in the same Simple unquestion- nect it with thoughts of death and irrevocable see the true beauty of wild animals in a cage' earth .and had grown slowly out of it by a
ing way, for behind the work of art is the loss. In all wild flowers, there is a free gift af.tbe Zt°°- There 18 a fyfery of fitness, in natural process, not by any enchantment. The * among mir wi d flowers wher^s many even
artist, a man like ourselves, however superior, of delight to us, with no poison in it and noth- ad bea^ and ,the be sure oi.lt 18 *° ms; leaf and f,ower; 8?ems tobea11 °J a Plec= Tt
who expresses all his character in his work, ing to provoke criticism. They seem to ex- hank bl/LhTfw n°J f"d created as a,S!f°kf-,’ 80 the tulip and wildness? or tame
his infirmities as well as his virtues; and we press a happiness inherent in life to be the ZÏ Jtfïi T > ^ narcls8£s and % ^here is a much tobeu. °J ta^

™
race and a hundred other marks of dreum- could purify it of sick fancies and disgust, and ^ni^JautifuÎ'h ^ theytare the flo,wte.rs °f monocotyledons there is often de^wTh^ome^artTofTt wnder" than o'h^rs'

agreeable. And ,has we fc ^ Kt» a„1 SSECWSSf SSL & 3 $2
,0 works of art, and never can see their beauty that provokes criticism at once. For The best kind of gardening is based upon Bore they Skmor^at home>on the sition as garden hyacinths, or to mix the na-

4pH ^> ‘a Conne;?ted- llke works ?f art> wlth a sense of the beauty, not merely of individual earth, and as if they were its inhabitants and tural species of roses with hybrid perpétuais.
Tr n r 11 whlc.h ,?ffefs mens ideasandpurposes;and therefore we flowers, but of flowers growing in natural not passing visitors from an unknown state of It is in wild gardening that a sense of the char-
other faculties besides our sense of . beauty, like or. dislike them according as we like or conditions ; yet gardening, like all art, must do being. acter of flowers is most needed, for plants such
Nowadays, for instance, the beauty of Italian dislike those ideas and purposes. Of course something more than imitate nature. We as dahlias, kniphofias, double paeonies, or gar-
pnmitive pictures is heightened for us, be- all flowers, even those which have suffered cannot even pretend to provide many of our These may seem fanciful distinctions, but den pinks look most dismally out of place in
cause we think of them as produced in the the greatest garden change, have still some- finest garden plants with riatural conditions, they can be applied to some purpose in the any imitation of a wilderness. It is the same
springtime of the modern world. Their thing of wild nature in them. They are chil- They are like domesticated animals that in arrangement of flowers. It is certain that the with a rock garden. There the single moun-
promise, like the promise of crocuses and daf- dren of- the earth and only pupils of the gar- this country need constant human care if they beauty of irionocotyledons is of one kind and tain .pinks look their best and the double gar-
indils, is more delightful^toms than the mid- dener; and though they may express for us are to thrive. Arid then we have to remember the beauty of dicotyledons of another, and den pinks are as inappropriate as weeds. But
summer pomps of the him Renaissance. In the a phase of taste which we dislike, they do not that nature is often content to make a par- also that these different beauties are enhanced place a mountain pipk in the border, and, even

way the beauty of the Bologna eclectics express it so .merely-as furniture or pictures, ticular spot beautifuE^idi, flowers for only by intermixture and contrast. ' A imrnbwyof if it thrives, half its beauty is lost. The moun-
is Mdefl from us because it has the sickly Bût Stilt they do express it; and we cannot two or three weeks in. the year. During these tulips or daffodils or Spanish irises grown by tain pink is a wild flower, the garden pink is a
smt °t a declining age. Our historical sense look upon whatever beauty they may possess weeks that spot may be the despair of the themselves are apt to look monotonous and tame one ; and, if we can, we should treat each

i"*rI*e*eS0r■ °V\vSînSe t* beauty' have with disinterested eyes. There are flowers, gardener, but at other times it is only over- unsubstantial. Their true character is re- accordingly. All beauty has a character of its
n, ° f ieve that no Italian of the seven- for instance, like the prim double dahlias and grown with weeds. Nature makes no com- vealed only when they are mingled with own, and the character of flowers is most

• ce,n UIT had a rea'-faith or real emo- ranunculuses which remind us of the blossoms promises, but the gardener must be always plants-of another nature, whe they seem to clearly shown when they are placed in condi-
wf sceIlt unreality and pretence in on Dresden china, and which have, no doubt making them. And, yèt, like/ other artists, have sprung up among them y chance, giv- tions that suit that character—in artificial con-

V, lr vv,or 8" Buckily, we have no histon- been developed by the same kind of taste that while he modifies nature to suit his own pur- ing a last touch of strangeness and wonder to dirions if the character is artificial, in natural"
If e,a oli owers. It may be that we love produced those blossoms. If we like Dresden poses, he must still keep a respect for her the beauty of the whole. Any formality of conditions if it is natural. It is only by studying r

! . m JS ° . sPnn£ better than those of aut- china, we shall like tliese flowers ; and there modesty and a love of Jier beauty in his heart, arrangement is contrary to their nature. They the character of flowers and having regard to it
'lu 6SS We a^L m?^?ld’ we are re7 are a hundred, subtle causes connected with He should never be a mere virtuoso and do should look as if they had alit among the that the gardener can achieve those subtleties

. , , f. Sf\CC.eSS.1.cto S* .. seasons and our whole view and experience of life which violence to nature just to show how clever leafage of other plants like a flight of glitter- of beauty which look as if they had come by
nf thmxrc +i _V?u If lt-. ^t,18 tbe natnf® affect our taste in such things. The artificial- he is. Flowers are the facts of a garden, and ing birds. Then our pleasure in them is not chance, but which really are the last triumphs

g e beauty of autumn should lty of a few years ago is always distasteful to they must not be distorted or exaggerated or troubled by the thought that the will so of his art.
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Sir R. Giffen on “The Necessity for a National War Chest 99

E "ORE a meeting of the Royal Unit- two more states joining in as our allies or ene- whelming, and the paltry £25,000,000 or £40,- quate cash balance. But in spite of this favor- Mr. Spensqr Wilkinson said that in calling
ed bervice Institution, 5”1 R. Giffen "rmes? Such a war, it seemed to him, would 000,000, or say £50,000,000 , which was all we able showing for the government, tried by or- attention to the importance of our having a
eivered a lecture on lhe_Neces- bring upon us, as well as upon the whole com- had to show, would dwindle to nothing in a dinary tests, what had to be considered was larger gold reserve in the circumstances men-

sity ot a VVar Chest in this Country munity of civilized states to which the system day or two. The conclusion from these facts the public advantage, and in this view what he tioned Sir Robert Giffen had rendered a great
or a greatly increased Gold Re- of international credit extended, quite unprece- was that the banking position in this country suggested was that the-government should not service. He thought that the lecturer’s sug-

p ,■ se£Vf’ says the London Times. dented calamities and dangers. This'would re- was one of real danger in the event of a great look on itself as a customer in the ordinary gestions were on absolutely the right lines, and
■ T‘ 'rt-elix^ Schuster (member of the Council suit from the breakdown of The credit system war—a war, that was, with unlimited liability, way, but should take advantage of its special unless attention were paid to them the country

0 ndia and president and chairman of the itself and the interruption of international com- The question was, of course, primarily for the relation with the Bank of England to encour- would be in a great difficulty. If a serious war
ouncil 01 the Institute of Bankers) occupied merce. banking community itself, and for the chief age and strengthen that institution in the task were to break out and we had not the command
ic chair, and among those present were Ad- After—“to make the impression more dif- customers associated with them, who would of maintaining a banking reserve. The ques- of trie sea, there would, he thought, at the out- 

imral bir Charles Campbell, Brigadier-General ficult classifying the mischiefs to be antici- act wisely in taking an active interest in the tion of the banking reserve ought to be regard- set be a panic. The soundest precaution
jlr , ry , aw.Irl8on’, tbe . Hon. O. pated from the outbreak of great wars affect- subject; yet, if the government could do any- ed as of the essence of the whole contract be- against such a state of things was to take care
.umley, Colonel Maude, Col. St. Clair Pember- ing the leading civilized states, he observed thing by way of co-operation or otherwise, tween the government and the bank. His that the administration, organization, discip-
oti, Dr. Miller Maguire, Major Stuart-Murray, that, broadly speaking, the main facts as to surely there was occasion for its intervention, ‘own impression was that the result of any line, and training of the navy should be as
0 onel G. Aston, Sir John Macdonell, Mr. our cash reserves were these:—(1) The liabili- Great economic disorders at the outbreak of a study of the question from this point of view good as they possibly could be. (Cheers.)

^penser Wilkinson, Colonel D. M. Murray, Mr. ties-of our banking system might be put at war or when war was threatened, might hamper would be that the government would either in- Sir Felix Schuster, in proposing a vote of 
. axton Noble, Colonel the Hon. T. Fremantle, £910,000,000 at least, this being the total of the political and diplomatic action of the gov- crease its payment to the Bank for services thanks to the lecturer, which was carried by
and, Lieutenant-Colonel A. Leetham (the sec- the deposits in the banks of the United King- ernment and, impede the direction of our naval rendered or would forgo part of the sum it acclamation, expressed a hope that the import-

°* the council.) dom, including the Bank of England (2) and military forces. Instead of. attending to the now received for the privilege of note issue ; ant paper which they had all had the pleasure
Sir R; Giffin observed that what had been Against this vast liability there was almost business of the war itself, the government but in return the bank would undertake to of hearing that afternoon would have its in-

'n his mind in taking up this subject was not literally no provision except the banking re- might have its hands tied by questions of un- keep a larger reserve—say, ten million pounds fluence with our rulers. He thought that the
the whole question of war chests, which be-{ serve of the Bank of England—about £20,- employment and civil tumults, and might have more tlfan was now kept on the average—for question of the gold reserves was one which
longed strictly to the domain of the military 000,000 to £25,000,000 in recent tiriies. Prac- to face all at once and with no preparation the emergencies." " A hard and fast written con- the authorities at the Treasury and the War
and naval expert—namely, what kind of chest tically, it might be admitted that the whole dilemma of issuing inconvertible paper. Wh'at, tract on this head was not in question, seeing Office ought to have in mind, as he supposed
to provide for particular operations, and how? stock of bullion in the Bank of England, " the then, could the government do? and what that .the reserve had occasionally to be used. —speaking as a civilian—they had in mind re-
,e desired also to avoid the subject of a spe- amount held against the note issqes as well as ought it to do in time of peace, when-the mat- But both the government and the Bank of .serves of men, ammunition, guns, and horses.

r,al cash reserve, to be used in carrying on the banking reserve proper, might be available ter could be quietly taken in hand ?_ One sug- England could be trusted in such a matter, the If a serious war were to break out, and our
6°me war in which the state might be engaged, as a reserve, which would raise the figure to gestion that occurred to him must, fiB*elieved, pr*nc*pfe being once accepted, to establish and credit system were to collapse, and we could

I yuch as was instituted in Prussia, and which about £40,000,000; but there was hardly any- be put aside. That was that the government maintain an honorable understanding after th not pay in gold what we had undertaken to
Mill existed in some form. What he desired thing else, except, possibly, the £12,000,000 or should Itself accumulate a considerable sum in fashion which the guarantee of the variou pay in gold, the people would be in a distress- ,
p bring before them was something different; £ 15,000,000 held in Scotland and Ireland ca.sl) for a rainy day, which could.be used tp banks to the Bank.of England, which was said ing position very shortly after the beginning
bit difficulty that might and must arise among against the note issues of the Scotch and-Irish assist in preserving credit at the outbreak of a not to be legally binding, was given and ad- of hostilities. He quite agreed with Mr.
'lie leading states should they become engaged banks. In the recent panic in America tne great war. The difficulty would be that any hered to at the time of the Baring crisis. Once Spenser Wilkinson in the absolute importance
lin wav with each other in a measure that banks started with about £200,000,000 cash such sum under the immediate control of the the Bank of England 'had come to such an un- of our having a thoroughly efficient navy, but
jeopardized the mechanism of credit in the (specie and legal tenders), against £2,500,000,- government of the^ day, before it could be of derstanding with the government, it Would be with an inadequate gold reserve difficulties
>utes affected, and throughout the commercial poo liabilities, or about 8 per cent., and how service, would have to be placed in the hands in a position, on the other side, to negotiate could "arise on the outbreak of a serious

, world generally. It appeared to him that this speedily they were “bqwled over” we all know, of bankers and lent out, and there might be with the joint stock and private banks on the before the first shot was fired. The time had
’ as a formidable possibility of the ieterna- Even in this country, he supposed, the Black political and even military objections to such a same subject. Apart from any action which arrived when the question should be seriously
•ional credit system that had never been ade- Friday of Overends in 1866 was not quite for- course—objections based upon considerations the government, the Bank of England, and considered. No reference had been made to
miately considered. And it had not been con- gotten, when the reserve of the Bank of Eng- of the same nature as those which induced the other banks might take, it was to be hoped the subject of the Post Office and Trustees
tidered for the simple reason that, as a matter land, as large in proportion then as now, was government in 1797 to restrict the Bank of that the general discussion of the subject would Savings Banks deposits, amounting together

H1 fact, since this system became developed in all but emptied in a day. More recently, in England from paying in specie. not be without its uses. The root of the evil to £209,000,000, all of which was invested in
L- mrxrU------------ *K~— **•««» U~A ------------ +h“ riVi-nlatinn nf Mi*. Ttunlr nf Fncr. What the government, it seemed to him, appeared on analysis to be largely individual, Consols or other government securities. In

Much the leading nations most important land, owing to the drain of money to the coun- could do was perhaps to take such measures and an abuse of the theory on which deposit his opinion—although he knew that it was not
F he system had been mutually involved, try caused by discredit, increased about £15,- with its own banking arrangements as would banking was founded. Tne problems of our the official view—the government should keep •
hat would happen if, for instance, France 000,000 in two months ; and still more recently, enable the Bank of England in time of peace banking system would certainly be easier if it a considerable reserve in gold against these

1 1 Germany, with their allies, were to be at the time of the Baring crisis in 1890, special and quiet to add to its normal reserve. The were the habit of everybody as well as bankers deposits. The state owed the Bank dtolnglaid
; M in at war. or if the United States and Japan, measures were needed to prevent the outbreak government even now, he was inclined to be- to keep a larger proportion of their means in £11,000,000; if that amount were repaid and
; "s a great European power, were to be em- of .panic. A fortiori, then, should a, great war lieve, considering the amount of its transac- liquid form than they did. We should be notes were issued against gold and not against
jtiled ? Or if, absit omen, this country were break out and business be widely interrupted, tions and the various privileges it conferred on lucky if the lesson was learnt without the great credit, a great improvement would take placey

to be engaged with Germany, or the the demand* upon English banks, quite apart the Bank of England, kept with that institution war which would surely bring it home, in the position of the question under discus-1
T "ited States, or Russia, with perhaps one or from panic at first, might easily become over- what any ordinary bank would deem an ade- (Cheers.) sion, and at no very great cost to the country.
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~ modern proportions there had been no war 1878, the circulation of the Bank of Eng-
h which the leading nations most important land, owing to the drain of money to the coun- could do was perhaps to take such
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